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Outline of this Talk
 SNO+ geo-neutrino capabilities

 nothing much different than what was presented in 
Neutrino Geoscience 2008 in Sudbury

 SNO+ construction status and schedule 



780 tonnes LAB liquid scintillator

12 m diameter Acrylic Vessel

18 m diameter PMT support structure

~9000 PMTs (~50% photocathode coverage)

7000 tonnes shielding H2O

depth: 6010 m.w.e. [~70 muons/day]



 is the successor to SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory)
 $300M of heavy water in SNO returned to Atomic Energy of 

Canada Limited (every last drop)
 SNO detector to be filled with liquid scintillator

 50-100 times more light than Čerenkov
 linear alkylbenzene (LAB)

 compatible with acrylic, undiluted
 high light yield, long attenuation length
 safe: high flash point, low toxicity
 cheaper than other scintillators

 physics goals: pep and CNO solar neutrinos, geo-neutrinos, 
reactor neutrino oscillations, supernova neutrinos, double beta 
decay with Nd

SNO+



SNO+ Physics Program

 search for neutrinoless double beta 
decay

 neutrino physics
– solar neutrinos
– geo antineutrinos
– reactor antineutrinos
– supernova neutrinos

SNO+ Physics 



antineutrino events
 • in SNO+: 29 geo-neutrino events per live-year (in 780 tonnes LAB)

• compared with 26 events from reactors in the same energy range 

Geo-Neutrinos in SNO+

spectrum of antineutrino events in SNO+

spectral dip is due 
to oscillation of  
neutrinos from 
reactors 240 km 
away!

νe + p→ e+ + n



SNO+ Geoscience Goals

 test chemical composition of the crust
 are the models about the formation and distribution of chemical 

elements in the continental crust correct?     [talk by R. Rudnick]
 e.g. 25% “Andesite”, 75% Archean

 test fundamental models of Earth’s chemical origin, especially 
for heat-producing elements
 are measured fluxes consistent with U, Th predictions based upon 

the BSE?
 with a detailed understanding of the local/regional contribution, one 

can also probe the deep Earth
 global program: SNO+ and Hanohano, in combination, would 

be excellent crust and mantle instruments, respectively



measured predicted
(our old calculation)

Borexino             events
per 100 tonne-yr

3.6 events
per 100 tonne-yr

KamLAND 2008 25±9 events
per 1000 tonne-yr

29 events
per 1000-tonne-yr

KamLAND and Borexino versus BSE

using Rothschild, Chen, Calaprice in GRL (1998)
(first BSE-based geo-neutrino calculation)

3.9−1.3
+1.6



...also from RCC paper in GRL 1998

 first use of crust map to calculate geo-neutrino fluxes (and 
reactor backgrounds) at different sites 16

Table 2. Calculated !̄e fluxes [! 106 cm!2 s!1] for sites around the world.

Uranium Thorium Total Reactor

Site Location crust mantle crust mantle (U + Th) background

Gran Sasso Lab (Italy) 42"N 14"E 2.5 1.2 2.2 1.0 6.9 0.65

Kamioka Mine (Japan) 36"N 137"E 0.82 1.2 0.69 1.0 3.7 3.7

Sudbury (Canada) 47"N 81"W 3.2 1.2 2.8 1.0 8.2 1.3

Central Australia 25"S 133"E 2.7 1.2 2.4 1.0 7.3 0.016

Himalayas (Tibet) 33"N 85"E 3.5 1.2 3.1 1.0 8.8 0.054

Pacific Ocean (Hawaii) 20"N 156"W 0.30 1.2 0.23 1.0 2.7 0.027

Geographic Maximum 3.5 1.2 3.1 1.0 8.8

Geographic Minimum 0.21 1.2 0.16 1.0 2.6



Geo-Neutrinos from the Continental Crust

crust
mantle
total
oceanic

source of the signal in SNO+ versus
distance “sampled over”

1. make geo-neutrino measurement
2. any local geology affecting my 

interpretation?
3. compare with the predicted main 

signal component from the 
surrounding continental crust

4. what does it tell us about the 
averaged composition of the 
continents?

5. last, subtract off these well-
characterized expectations to get 
the deep Earth component to test 
global composition (e.g. BSE)

for SNO+

SNO+ Geo-Neutrino Roadmap



 maybe the best understood portion of crust in the world 
because of:

 mining and mineral prospecting in the area
 many deep bore holes are nearby
 extensive studies with seismic transects in the vicinity (Lithoprobe)
 heat flow measurements all through the Canadian Shield

 [talk by C. Jaupart]
 airborne gamma ray maps (uranium prospecting)
 tilted and uplifted continental crust nearby (Kapuskasing) allows some 

study of the vertical profile to access the lower crust composition
 regional geology facilitated because of exposed rocks
 the regional geology is also relatively simple and relatively uniform

Local Geology around Sudbury
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Local Geology around Sudbury

tectonically thickened granophyre layer lies at depth beneath the
Lockerby site as suggested by McGrath and Broome (1994). Note that
the seismic-gravimetric surveys do not allow unambiguous identi!ca-
tion of the sub-surface structure and someof the sub-surface rock types,
but that the surface heat "ux directly provides the local integral of
crustal heat production.

On a regional scale, surface heat production is higher in the part of
the Superior Province near Sudbury than in the rest of the Superior

Province (Fig. 5. Within the Sudbury basin, the average surface heat
"ux is 53±5(standard deviation) mW m!2. Other heat "ux data
further from the basin are best discussed with increasing distance
from Sudbury. West of Sudbury, in the Superior Province, values of
56 mW m!2and 60 mW m!2 have been reported at East Bull Lake
(50 km west of Sudbury) and at Elliot Lake (100 km W of Sudbury)
(Drury and Taylor, 1986; Sass et al., 1968). In the Grenville Province, a
value of 44 mW m!2was reported at Sturgeon Falls ("80 km east of

Fig. 4. Interpreted section of the Sudbury structure based on seismic and gravity data (Milkereit et al., 1994; McGrath and Broome, 1994). Average surface heat "uxes at the northern
and southern rims each based on 3 values close to the cross-section. Heat production for the important units. The question mark points to an unidenti!ed unit near SNO.

Fig. 5. Heat "ow map of the Sudbury region. A black triangle marks the location of SNO. The Grenville Front is shown as a white line. Heat "ow sites are indicated by white dots.

306 H.K.C. Perry et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 288 (2009) 301–308

surface heat flow map around Sudbury (Perry et al.)



Local Geology around Sudbury

Equivalent U (µg/g)
Data courtesy of Canadian Geological Survey

Gamma-ray spectroscopy



SNO+ Construction Activities

 to convert SNO to SNO+, these are the major tasks:
 buy the liquid scintillator [~$2.5M]
 install hold down ropes for the acrylic vessel [~$2M]
 build a liquid scintillator purification system [~$7M]
 make a few small repairs [~$100k]
 minor upgrades to the cover gas [~$100k]
 minor upgrades to the DAQ/electronics [~$70k]
 change the calibration system and sources [~$200k]

re-use the SNO detector in new and different ways and achieve many 
important, diverse science goals [priceless]



Draining SNO and Boating Inspections



Inside AV Boating

 boating has taken place inside the acrylic vessel
 to attach survey targets
 inspection for engineering re-certification

 many inspections in the outer detector and cavity

not heavy water!

no crazing or deterioration of acrylic seen

outside PSUP boating



4
7
47



SNO+ Rope Hold Down Net

AV Hold Down
Ropes

Existing
AV Support
Ropes

rope tension calculation and
visualization of net-PSUP geometry

sketch of hold down net

SNO+ ropes will be Tensylon: low U, Th, K ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene



SNO+ Rope Hold Down Net

AV Hold Down
Ropes

Existing
AV Support
Ropes

rope tension calculation and
visualization of net-PSUP geometry

sketch of hold down net

SNO+ ropes will be Tensylon: low U, Th, K ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene

Anchor Plate



Buckling and Finite Element Analysis

deformation
magnification 
factor: 100

- stresses below SNO limit of 600 psi
- considered extreme case with empty AV 
surrounded by water outside: does not buckle



C-PLATES

PLATFORM ELEVATION

AIR HANDLING FLOWSHEET 
(see drawing # SLDO-SNP-FL-2001-01)

all SNO+ cavity access 
will be by bosun’s chair 
down a single hatch

work in cavity under an 
“umbrella” to keep dirty 
work from contaminating 
clean detector above



Entering the SNO Cavity – Inspections
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Entering the SNO Cavity – Inspections



Spray New Cavity Liner (on the Floor)
• 0.30” thick Five Star Polyurea floor – 6 layers of 0.050” each (made up of two spray 
passes in perpendicular directions) alternating gray & white colour – takes 4-5 days.
• Air supply full face respirators used.

  • Spray pump unit – 4 ft x 4 ft footprint plus room for 4 polyurea component barrels – 
10 ft x 15 ft area near hatch.
  • Material delivery – double wall container - holds two 55 gal drums.
  • Storage of extra drums (9 sets of A+B) near SNOLAB entrance.
  • Heated hose (210 ft long) – from deck to all points on floor – deck hatch, route to 
floor, penetration through umbrella.
  • Ventilation system – designed, 3 jet scrubber at exhaust exist in entrance drift, MDI 
monitoring in spray area and upper cavity.

Collaboration Meeting 
December 2009

Polyurea sprayer pump 
unit (used for SNO liner)

Steel shipping container 
(includes spill kit)



PMT Support Structure Penetrations
 20 ropes pass through the 

PMT support structure to 
be attached to floor 
anchors

 panels to be removed
 PMTs to be removed
 feedthrough panels to 

replace

Panel Modifications
• 20 new ropes will have to 

penetrate PSUP.

• About 100 PMTs will have 
to be removed from 20 
panels.

• Panels will have to be 
removed, disassembled, 
reassembled with new hex 
sleeve.

• Have ordered manlift to 
help with PMT work (and 
other cavity work items).



PMTs Removed – Replacement Frames



PMTs Removed – Replacement Frames

 note: for 8” diameter 
feedthroughs, displaced PMT 
frames will be smaller than 
illustrated in these drawings



PMT Repair using Genie Lift in the Cavity

 for accessing PMTs, 
modifications of the PMT 
support structure, and 
repairing PMTs (bonus!)

 about 200-250 easily 
accessible “dead“ PMTs

 replace damaged bases, 
re-seal and pot, and 
replace

 only 2 out of first 60 were 
not repairable (e.g. one 
PMT lost photocathode)

 since not on critical path, 
in spare moments can 
work on this



! !



Scintillator Purification System

designed by KMPS (who designed/built 
Borexino scintillator purification)
purification system pit excavation partially 



Scintillator Purification System



SNO+ Pit – Mining in a Clean Room
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SNO+ Pit – Mining in a Clean Room



Status of SNO+ Construction

 SNO+ is fully funded and under construction
 major construction work in the cavity is beginning now
 scintillator purification system ordered, designed and being built; 

installation in Fall 2011
 some “dead” SNO PMTs are being removed, repaired, and replaced

 it’s not planned to repair all dead SNO PMTs; rather, while we 
have time, we have found many PMTS are easy to repair and 
easily accessed

 schedule: scintillator filling to start in Spring 2012



SNO+ Collaboration
 University of Alberta: A. Bialek, P. Gorel, A. Hallin, M. Hedayatipoor, C. Krauss, L. Sibley
 Brookhaven National Laboratory: R. Hahn, S. Hans, C. Ouellet, M. Yeh 
 Dresden University of Technology: K. Zuber, V. Lozza, and B. von Krosigk
 Black Hills State University: K. Keeter
 Armstrong Atlantic State University: J. Secrest
 Laurentian University: O. Chkvorets, E.D. Hallman, S. Korte, C. Kraus, M. Schumaker, C. Virtue
 University of Leeds: S. Bradbury, J. Rose
 University of Liverpool: N. McCauley
 LIP Lisbon: S. Andringa, N. Barros, S. Leitão, J. Maneira
 University of North Carolina: M. Howe, J. Wikerson 
 University of Oxford: S. Biller, I. Coulter, N. Jelley, P. Jones, A. Reichold
 Queen Mary University of London: J. Wilson-Hawke
 University of Pennsylvania: E. Beier, R. Bonventre, W.J. Heintzelman, J. Klein, R. Knapik, A. Mastbaum, 

G. Orebi Gann, T. Shokair, R. Van Berg
 Queen's University: S. Asahi, M. Boulay, M. Chen, N. Fatemighomi, P.J. Harvey, T. Iida, A. McDonald, A. 

Noble, H.O’Keeffe, E. O’Sullivan, P. Skensved, T. Sonley
 SNOLAB: B. Cleveland, F. Duncan, R. Ford, C.J. Jillings, I. Lawson, E. Vazquez Jauregui
 University of Sussex: A. Baxter, E. Falk, S. Fernandes, J. Hartnell, S. Peeters
 TRIUMF: R. Helmer
 University of Washington: S. Enomoto, J. Kaspar, J. Nance, D. Scislowski, N. Tolich, H. Wan Chan 

Tseung





HANG ON, FOR RESULTS FROM SNO+ IN THE 
NEXT FEW YEARS!


